Protect critical missions with the highest security standards

Government agencies support critical missions and must ensure the highest security standards in their cloud environment. However, as agencies move to the cloud, they often face a lack of visibility into their environment, leading to blind spots and the inability to ensure Zero Trust. The cloud also introduces new attack vectors that are challenging to identify, leaving agencies to struggle scaling their traditional compliance and security processes in this new environment.

Wiz for Government is a comprehensive cloud security solution that enables the government to support critical missions with the highest security standards in the cloud. Wiz provides government agencies with complete visibility into their environment, proactive risk reduction, and continuous compliance assessment in the cloud, helping agencies accelerate their journey to zero trust.

100% visibility
Remove blind spots with full-stack visibility into every technology running in your environment across virtual machines, containers, and serverless, all without agents. Connect your entire environment to Wiz in minutes.

Remove risks in the cloud
Continuous monitoring for risk across vulnerabilities, identities, network exposures, misconfigurations, secrets, and malware with a single queue of prioritized risks and context on the Wiz Security Graph.

Continuous compliance assessment
Automatically assess and report on your compliance posture against CIS Benchmarks including CIS Linux, Windows, Red Hat STIG benchmarks. Leverage built-in compliance frameworks, generate compliance reports, and investigate vulnerability findings and inventory at the click of a button.

FedRAMP Wiz is in-process for FedRAMP Moderate authorization

Trusted by the world’s best brands

Wiz for Government provides coverage for
A government-ready unified cloud security platform providing effective risk reduction and readiness in the cloud

Unmatched security to support citizens and warfighters

- **Agentless and comprehensive approach to cloud security**: Wiz is a revolutionary new approach to cloud security. The only agentless, graph-based CNAPP that provides 100% visibility and ruthless risk prioritization. Consolidate tools and replace point solutions with a unified security platform.

- **Prioritize the critical risks in your cloud**: Wiz correlates all risks on the Wiz Security Graph, to immediately uncover the toxic combinations that create attack paths in your cloud, eliminating the need for manual work of sifting through and analyzing siloed alerts. Proactively remove critical risk to harden your environment.

- **Accelerate your Zero Trust Journey**: Ensure zero trust with visibility and risk assessment across the five pillars of the Zero Trust Maturity Model: identity and access, devices, network, application and workloads, and data. Identify excessive permissions, public exposures, unencrypted data, vulnerabilities, and misconfigured cloud resources, workloads, and applications.

Drive innovation with security as job zero

- **Move to the cloud securely**: Accelerate your cloud migration with visibility and risk reduction. Build a secure foundation for your agency from the start.

- **Ensure readiness against the next Log4j**: Stay ahead of threats like the Log4j or MOVEit vulnerabilities and eliminate potential downtime with Wiz’s agentless vulnerability scanning. Identify exposures to emerging vulnerabilities in the Threat Research Center.

- **Build bridges across teams**: Remove operational silos between cybersecurity, compliance, and developers so you can scale security across your agency. Enable development teams to proactively fix and prevent issues across their development lifecycle with context and prioritization.

Wiz secures everything organizations build and run in the cloud. Founded in 2020, Wiz is the fastest-growing software company in the world, scaling from $1M to $100M ARR in 18 months. Wiz enables hundreds of organizations worldwide, including 35 percent of the Fortune 100, to rapidly identify and remove critical risks in cloud environments. Its customers include Salesforce, Slack, Mars, BMW, Avery Dennison, Priceline, Cushman & Wakefield, DocuSign, Plaid, and Agoda, among others. Wiz is backed by Sequoia, Index Ventures, Insight Partners, Salesforce, Blackstone, Advent, Greenoaks, Lightspeed and Aglaé. Visit [https://www.wiz.io](https://www.wiz.io) for more information.